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ABSTRACT Social engineering attacks have posed a serious security threat to cyberspace. However, there
is much we have yet to know regarding what and how lead to the success of social engineering attacks.
This paper proposes a conceptual model which provides an integrative and structural perspective to describe
how social engineering attacks work. Three core entities (effect mechanism, human vulnerability and attack
method) are identified to help the understanding of how social engineering attacks take effect. Then, beyond
the familiar scope, we analyze and discuss the effect mechanisms involving 6 aspects (persuasion, social
influence, cognition& attitude& behavior, trust and deception, language& thought & decision, emotion and
decision-making) and the human vulnerabilities involving 6 aspects (cognition and knowledge, behavior and
habit, emotions and feelings, human nature, personality traits, individual characters), respectively. Finally,
16 social engineering attack scenarios (including 13 attack methods) are presented to illustrate how these
mechanisms, vulnerabilities and attack methods are used to explain the success of social engineering attacks.
Besides, this paper offers lots of materials for security awareness training and future empirical research, and
the model is also helpful to develop a domain ontology of social engineering in cybersecurity.

INDEX TERMS Social engineering, attack model, working mechanism, human hacking, attack scenario,
vulnerability, principle, psychology cognition and behavior, education awareness and training, security.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the context of computer and cyber security, social engi-
neering describes a type of attack in which the attacker
exploit human vulnerabilities by means such as influence,
persuasion, deception,manipulation and inducing, so as to get
classified information, hack computer system and network,
obtain unauthorized access to restricted areas, or breach the
security goals (such as confidentiality, integrity, availability,
controllability and auditability) of cyberspace elements
(such as infrastructure, data, resource, user and operation).
Succinctly, social engineering is a type of attack wherein
the attacker exploit human vulnerability through social
interaction to breach cyberspace security [1].

In hacker community, social engineering is a quite pop-
ular attack since 1970s. Compared to classical computer
attacks such as password cracking by brute-force and soft-
ware vulnerabilities exploit, social engineering attacks focus
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the exploitation of human vulnerabilities, to bypass or break
through security barriers, without having to combat with
firewall or antivirus software by deep coding. In addition,
there is not a computer system doesn’t rely on humans or
involves human factors on earth, and these human factors
are obviously vulnerable or can be largely turned into secu-
rity vulnerabilities by skilled attackers. These inevitable and
vulnerable human factors makes social engineering to be
a universal cybersecurity threat. For some situations, social
engineering attacks may be as simple as making a phone call
and impersonating an insider to elicit the classified informa-
tion. Moreover, with the development of new technology and
the formation of new cyber-environment, social engineering
threat is increasingly serious. Social Network Sites (SNSs),
mobile communication, Industrial Internet and Internet of
Things (IoT) generate not only large amounts of sensitive
information about people and devices but also more attack
channels and a bigger attack surface. Unrestricted office envi-
ronment (bring your own device, remote office, etc.) leads
to the weakening of area-isolation of different security levels
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FIGURE 1. A conceptual model to describe how social engineering attacks work and take effect.

and creates more attack opportunities. The easy availability
of open source intelligence simplifies the information gather-
ing. Specific targets can be carefully selected to craft more
creditable and targeted social engineering attacks. A large
group of victims can be reached at the same time and some
open source tools can be used to launch semi-automated
attacks. Technologies such as machine learning and artificial
intelligence is likely to make social engineering attacks more
efficient and aggressive. Targeted, large-scale, robotic, auto-
mated and advanced social engineering attack is becoming
possible [1]. Social engineering is evolving to be a serious,
universal and persistent security threat.

To protect against social engineering attack, an important
work is to understand how it works and takes effect. This
paper makes the following contributions.

- An integrative and structural model to describe how
social engineering attacks work and take effect.

- Three core entities to get an insight into social engi-
neering attacks.

- 30+ effect mechanisms involving 6 aspects.
- 40+ human vulnerabilities involving 6 aspects.
- Case study of 16 social engineering attack scenarios
(including 13 type attack methods).

II. A CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF HOW SOCIAL
ENGINEERING ATTACKS WORK AND TAKE EFFECT
In a cyber-attack, attacker and victim (target) are entities at
the two ends. For social engineering, the attacker (a.k.a. social
engineer) is the party conducting a social engineering attack;
the victim is the party suffering a social engineering attack
and bring about an attack consequence. In general, the social
engineering attack process can be described as follows: 1) the
attacker crafts certain attack methods to exploit the target’s
human vulnerabilities and further to achieve certain attack
goals; 2) once the human vulnerabilities exploited, the target
turns into a victim and brings about certain attack conse-
quences; 3) the attacker feeds the consequences back to the
attack goal, to decide the next actions.

There are three basic perspectives to understand how social
engineering attacks take effect, as Figure 1 shows.
• From the attacker perspective, the attack method is the
way, manner or means of carrying an attack out; it is also
the driving force that directly causes a social engineering
attack and significantly affects whether the attack can
succeed. After all, the advanced and ingenious attack
methods usually possess a greater success rate to obtain
the attack goals.

• From the victim perspective, the exploited human vul-
nerabilities are the root reason why the victim brings
about the attack consequences. As one of the confronta-
tional focuses between social engineering attack and
defense, human vulnerability is what attackers want to
exploit and what victims want to eliminate or mitigate.
Other types of vulnerability (e.g. software vulnerabil-
ities) can be exploited together with human vulnera-
bility, yet they are not necessary in social engineering
attack [1].

• From the perspective of principle and explaining, effect
mechanisms explain how attack methods make the
human vulnerabilities take effect. Effect mechanisms
describe [R1] how attackmethods exploit human vulner-
abilities, and explain [R2] why the human vulnerabilities
leads to the attack consequences as well as (correspond-
ing to) [R3] how the attack methods achieve the attack
goals. In other words, effect mechanisms can be defined
as the structural relation that what, why or how spe-
cific attack effects consequences) correspond to specific
human vulnerabilities, in specific attack scenarios.

Thus, effect mechanism, human vulnerability and attack
method can serve as three core entities to get an insight into
how social engineering attacks work and take effect.

We will analyze and discuss the effect mechanisms and
human vulnerabilities in the Section III and Section IV
respectively. Section V will study a set of social engineering
attack scenarios where many attack methods are included,
to illustrate how these mechanisms, vulnerabilities and attack
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methods explain the success of social engineering attacks.
Section VI shows the discussion. Section VII concludes the
paper.

III. EFFECT MECHANISMS IN SOCIAL ENGINEERING
This section analyzes and discusses social engineering effect
mechanisms in 6 aspects: 1) persuasion, 2) social influence,
3) cognition, attitude and behavior, 4) trust and deception,
5) language, thought and decision, 6) emotion and
decision-making.

A. EFFECT MECHANISMS IN ASPECT OF PERSUASION
1) SIMILARITY, LIKING AND HELPING IN PERSUASION
Similarity invites liking, dissimilarity leads to dislike. The
more someone’s attitudes are similar to our own, the more we
will like the person [2]. On the contrary, we tend to decrease
liking when getting to know someone and discovering the
person is actually dissimilar [3]. Furthermore, similarity is
conducive to liking and liking elicits helping. We are more
empathic and helpful toward those similar to us [4]. ‘‘Wemost
prefer to say yes to the request from people we know and
like’’ [5]. Besides, physical attractiveness also influences our
willingness to help. Attractive people receive more help than
those unattractive [6], [7].

Thus, it may be less effective that a social engineer
(attacker) attempts to over-persuade the targets in a manner
obviously against their inclination or thought. The conflicts
of opinion and attitude not only lead to targets’ dislike, but
also may imply that you are more intelligent than them,
which cause the feeling of discontent. In this situation,
the persuasion is difficult. The less conflict with the target,
the better. Cooperation will be more readily gained when a
soft approach is used [8]. It is a good choice facilitating a
successful persuasion in social engineering that pretending
to be a person who shares the targets’ ideas, who likes the
same things, or who has a spatio-temporal proximity.

2) DISTRACTION IN PERSUASION AND MANIPULATION
People typically have a limited range of attention in sight,
hearing and thought. Distraction facilitates persuasionmainly
by disrupting the counter-argue process and increasing the
effort to communication. It is effective both online and on
the scene. Distraction may force the target to exert high
effort so that to hear and understand the persuasive message.
Experiments show that moderate distraction does facilitate
persuasion, and moderate distraction produces more persua-
sion than strong distraction because targets are less inclined to
suspect the persuasion is intended [9]. The present distraction
increases participants’ yielding to propaganda by inhibit-
ing counter arguing [10]. Online advertises that frequently
disrupt people’s web surfing actually do have a persuasive
effect even when people do not actively attend to them [11].
‘‘Although consumers maintain illusory beliefs that they can
tune out such ads, the ads have substantial persuasive and
subtle distracting effects’’ [12]. Distracted persons who have

a low propensity to counter argue will be the least resistant to
persuasion [13]. Distraction is often used in malicious manip-
ulation attacks. The thought process regarding security will
be inhibited and disrupted if the target’s focus is transferred
to elsewhere.

3) SOURCE CREDIBILITY AND OBEY TO AUTHORITY IN
PERSUASION
People have a tendency to comply with authoritative figures
automatically. In most cultures, especially the collectivist
culture, people are told that to believe who are authoritative,
expert and familiar, since these characteristics signify the
credibility, trustworthiness and low-risk. For individuals low
in need for cognition, when the message source was assumed
to be relatively honest, persuasion are less dependent on
message scrutiny [14]. Experiments on obedience to authority
show that, authority is so powerful that our independent
thinking and rational behavior are often suppressed [15], [16].
Even the symbols of authority can trigger the individual’s
compliance. For instance, in the experiment conducted by
study [15], the hospital nurses were ordered by an unknown
physician (who stands for expert and authority) to administer
patients an obvious overdose drug. Although almost all the
nurses and nursing students in the control group claimed they
would not to obey, in the experimental group, all 22 nurses but
one obeyed without a delay despite the order was given by the
phone, until theywere intercepted on their way to the patients.

This explains why the symbols that reflect the authority,
expert and credibility, such as uniform, badge, lingo and
insider terminology, are frequently used in social engineering
attacks [17]. Study [18] also shows that authority is effective
to convince targets that the phishing URLs in emails are
secure.

4) COGNITIVE RESPONSE MODEL, TWO ROUTES TO
PERSUASION AND ELABORATION LIKELIHOOD MODEL
Petty [19] conducted a cognitive response analysis of the per-
sistence of attitude changes induced by persuasive communi-
cations, in which a cognitive response model was proposed
to show that enduring attitudes changes are the result of cog-
nitively responding to the message content, while temporary
attitudes shifts are the result of persuasion cues. Cognitive
response occurred to thoughtfully process the communication
when recipients have both the motivation and the ability. If a
recipient is motivated (issue involvement, relevance, commit-
ment, source credibility, etc.) and has the ability (e.g. message
is not extremely complex, unfamiliar, fear appeals) to process
the content, a change in cognitive structure will lead to an
enduring attitude change; otherwise, perceived persuasion
cues will be processed. This was later developed into the
central and peripheral routes to persuasion [20]. Based on
the study of two routes to persuasion, Petty and Cacioppo
[21], [22] developed the elaboration likelihood model to dis-
cuss a wide variety of variables that proved instrumental in
affecting the elaboration likelihood, and thus the routes to
persuasion.
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The central route occurs when targets motivated by some
factors and have the ability to think about the issue, in which
the targets to be persuaded are in a high involvement state and
the arguments are examined and processed elaborately. The
motivation may be things interesting, important or personal
related. The target is very likely to be persuaded if the argu-
ments are strong and compelling; while if only weak argu-
ments are perceived, thoughtful people will counter argue.
Usually, explicit and stable attitude changes can be obtained
when people persuaded in the central route. On the other
hand, when the targets are not able to think carefully or
motivated (e.g. they are busy or distracted, the message is
boring), they might follow the peripheral route of persuasion.
In this situation, the targets to be persuaded are in a low
involvement state; there may be no ability or motivation to
analyze argument quality and reflect on the substance of
messages, and the arguments will not be concerned to process
elaborately. The cues that trigger automatic acceptance with-
out much thinking will be perceived; the statements which
are familiar or easy to understand will be more persuasive
than the novel statements with the same meaning; messages
with greater number of arguments will be more persuasive
than those with fewer arguments.

Individual difference also occurs in persuasion, e.g. recip-
ient’s cognitive propensity affects the persuasion. Need
for cognition refers to an individual’s tendency to engage
in effortful cognitive activity and enjoy cognitive endeav-
ors [23]. Individuals low in need for cognition often act
as cognitive misers [24] and peripheral cues that rarely
required cognitive endeavors are perceived swiftly. In con-
trast, individuals high in need for cognition are more likely
to think about issue-relevant information and prefer the
central route where message are processed elaborately and
cognitively. Similarly, for individuals high in need for cog-
nition, message scrutiny did not differ depending on the
source [14].

For social engineering attacks, people who take computers
as essential work tools are highly involved, such as system
administrators, computer security officers and techni-
cians [8]. These targets are more likely persuaded by strong
arguments with central route, and weak arguments tend to
generate challenge. People such as security guards, cleaners
and receptionists are considered as lowly involved [8]. They
are generally not able to understand the technical context or
have little interest in the request contents. They tend to avoid
bother analyzing the request deeply and make decision based
on the peripheral cues. This paper considers that persuasion
is not an ‘‘either / or’’ choice, but a ‘‘more and less’’ way.
A recipient can process arguments thoughtfully, meanwhile
influenced by the peripheral cues. Peripheral processing also
requires some cognition, and a target can be persuaded by
two routes simultaneously. Therefore, although the peripheral
route is frequently used in social engineering [25], [26],
as long as the pretext is credible and compelling, the central
route will also take effect.

B. EFFECT MECHANISMS IN ASPECT OF SOCIAL
INFLUENCE
1) GROUP INFLUENCE AND CONFORMITY
People live in and influenced by groups almost all the time.
Conformity is a change in behavior or belief to accord with
others as the result of real or imagined group influence [27].
There are many factors affect the conformity, such as group
size, group unanimity, group cohesion and individual’s public
response. A small group can lead to a big conformity effect.
People conform distinctly when the group increased to a cer-
tain size. As group size increased from 3 to 5, the percentage
of passersby who imitated a group looking upward increased
from 60% to 80% [28]. If the group unanimity of behavior or
belief decreases, the conformity will reduce. Group cohesion
enhances the conformity, and people also conformmost when
their responses are public [27].

2) NORMATIVE AND INFORMATIONAL INFLUENCE
Usually, an individual may bend to the group in order to
be accepted or to obtain important information. The former
is called normative influence and the latter is called infor-
mational influence [29]. Conformity caused by normative
influence is motivated by the desire to be accepted or liked,
or to avoid group pressure. When deviating from social group
norms, people often bear social pressure and pay an emotional
price. After all, for most people, social rejection is painful.
Thus, individuals conform with groups intentionally or unin-
tentionally to seek groups’ acceptance and appreciation,
in which smoking, drinking, alcohol and drug abuse, steal and
other dangerous actions occurred [27]. Here, the correctness
is not that important. This is also known as social validation.
In the conformity due to informational influence, people
attempt to find the correct decision or avoid unknown risks.
People typically assume the group actions are more right and
less risk, which influence them to adopt the same behavior,
belief and decision. This is also known as social proof. ‘‘We
determine what is correct by finding out what other people
think is correct [5]’’. Conforming with groups may be ben-
eficial in some situations, however, accepting informational
influence without thinking will lead to a blind follow.

In social engineering attacks, the attacker often craft spe-
cific information and scenario, in which normative influence
and informational influence are used to influence and manip-
ulate the targets to do certain actions that benefit the attacker.

3) SOCIAL EXCHANGE THEORY AND RECIPROCITY NORM
Social exchange theory shows that people exchange not only
material goods and money but also social goods such as
love, services, information and status [30]. The consideration
or subtle calculation about cost and reward predict people’s
decision and behavior (e.g. help). Reciprocity norm refers
that we should return help but harm to those who help us
[31]. We shall try to repay similar with what another person
has provided us. If others do us a favor, we shall do them
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a favor in return [5]. As a universal social norm, reciprocity
always influence people along with the process of socializa-
tion. People universally internalize the idea that reciprocating
others for their kindness and help. Besides, for all social
interactions, the exchange ought to be balance in the long
term. Receive without giving in return violates the reciprocity
norm.

In a reverse social engineering attack, the attacker imper-
sonates a person who belongs to system administrator,
IT department, help desk or technical support, and then wait
(e.g. a new employee) to ask a help to solve a computer or
network fault. Once this occurred, the attacker attempts to
exploit the new employee by requesting a favor or eliciting a
password. It succeeds because the new employee is expected
to reciprocate the attacker in the security context and fulfill a
social exchange.

4) SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY NORM AND MORAL DUTY
Different from the reciprocity norm where the balance
of giving and receiving are considered, social responsi-
bility norm advocates that people should help those who
need help, without concerning the future reciprocate and
exchanges [32]. It is a kind of expectation towards moral duty
for helping. In collectivist culture countries, people support
the social responsibility norm more strongly than individ-
ualist culture countries [33]. They advocate an obligation
to help others even they are not facing a life-threatening
trouble.

Social responsibility norm and moral duty take social engi-
neering attack effect by at least two ways. One way is that the
attacker exploits the targets’ tendency to be helpful (which
internalized in the forming of social norm) to elicit informa-
tion or obtain a favor facilitating the attack. Another way is
that during the social engineering attack, the group pressure
caused by social responsibility norm and moral duty is used
to influence targets’ behavior, especially for the targets who
are not willing to provide a help.

5) SELF-DISCLOSURE AND RAPPORT RELATION BUILDING
Derlaga and Berg [34] researched on the self-disclosure and
described the disclosure reciprocity effect. It shows that dur-
ing the building of social relation, self-disclosure begets self-
disclosure, and we have a willing to reveal more to those
who open their hearts to us. It is gratifying to be selected
as the person for another’s self-disclosure. Not only do we
like those who open their mind to us, we also disclose to
those whom we like, and we like them more after disclosing
to them [35]. Some people (most of them are women) are
particularly skillful at getting people to open up; they can
easily elicit intimate disclosures from others, even from those
who normally don’t reveal very much of themselves [36].
Disclosure that open up to another person, just like taking off
our masks and letting ourselves be known as we are, nurtures
the rapport relation [37], implies trust and facilitates the social
interaction.

C. EFFECT MECHANISMS IN ASPECTS OF COGNITION,
ATTITUDE AND BEHAVIOR
1) IMPRESSION MANAGEMENT, COGNITIVE DISSONANCE
AND COMMITMENT AND CONSISTENCY
It is a human nature to care about what others think of us.
Self-presentation theory shows that we want to present a
favorable impression both internal to ourselves and external
to other people, so that to feel better about ourselves, to gain
social and material rewards, and even to become more secure
in our social identities [27], [38]. We make great effort to
manage our behaviors to create a desired image. In order
to keep our creditability and protect our self-esteem, no one
wants to look inconsistent. Thus, we manage our image by
behaving in line with attitudes or commitments we have
presented, or by expressing attitudes that match our actions.

Cognitive dissonance theory [39] shows that we feel ten-
sion or a lack of harmony (dissonance) when two psychologi-
cally inconsistent cognition (thoughts, beliefs, etc.) are simul-
taneously perceived. And to reduce this discomfort, we often
adjust our thinking, especially when external inducements
are insufficient to justify our behavior. Cognitive dissonance
occurs, e.g. when faced with an important decision between
two equally attractive alternatives, 1) we subjectively make
one selection although reasons support another, or 2) we
recall the advantages of what has rejected and the disadvan-
tages what has chosen. To reduce the cognitive dissonance,
we may justify our selection by adjusting our ideas and even
revising our memories, or we match the results with our
cognition by behaving to change the selection.

These two theories explain the unity of opposite between
behavior and attitudes from different perspective, and also
explain the underlying mechanism of commitment and con-
sistency [5], i.e. once we made a choice or took a stand,
we experience supervision and pressures from both inside and
outside, forcing ourwords and behaviors consistent withwhat
we have commitment.

2) FOOT-IN-THE-DOOR: BEHAVIOR AFFECTS ATTITUDE
If you want people to do you a big favor, an effective strategy
is to get them to do a small favor first. In an experiment,
experimenters who claim they are from the Community Com-
mittee for Traffic Safety asked some Californians (control
group) to install a very large sign that said ‘‘Drive Carefully’’
in their front lawn; only 17% people consented. Another
group of people (experimental group) were first approached
with a small request that whether they agreed to take a
small (three-inch square) sign of ‘‘Be a safe driver’’ and
put it in a window or in the car so that it would serve as
a reminder of the need to drive carefully; nearly all readily
agreed; and when contacted two weeks later to permit the
large and poorly lettered signs in their front lawn, 76% people
consented [40]. This phenomenon that once someone has
agreed to a small request, he or she is more likely to comply
with a larger request is known as the foot-in-the-door effect.
This effect is still effective in online context as well as in
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other communication modalities, since it functions through
an individual’s internal consistency motives [11]. Compared
to attitude predicts behavior, the foot-in-the-door effect shows
that behavior affects attitude. It seems that people build a
image after they did the small favor (behavior). In order to
maintain the consistency of this image or relieve the pressure
or cognitive dissonance caused by differences between inter-
nal attitude and external behavior, people attempt to manage
their later attitudes and behaviors to be consistent with their
previous behaviors. This also explains why helpfulness is
frequently exploited in social engineering attacks.

3) BYSTANDER EFFECT, DIFFUSION OF RESPONSIBILITY
AND DEINDIVIDUATION
Bystander effect describes the phenomenon that a person is
less likely to provide help when there are bystanders’ pres-
ence. In other words, the person who needs help is actually
less likely to get help when many people are around [41]. The
person in need is more likely to get help when bystanders
present alone, and the more bystanders to an emergency,
the less likely or the more slowly a bystander will intervene to
provide aid [42], [43]. In large cities, the increasing numbers
of bystanders who are strangers often depress helping [44].
Bystander effect reflects the phenomenon of diffusion of
responsibility in the context of helping. The presence of
other bystanders reduces the individual’s feeling of personal
responsibility for helping [43]. The same is true in online
environment. Those who received the email (requesting help)
along with an indication that no or few other people were also
contacted, provide significantly more assistance than those
who received the request along with an indication that many
others were also contacted [45].

When individuals in groups abandon normal restraints,
forget their individual identity and follow the group or crowd
norms, deindividuation [46] occurred. It’s in group situations
that people are facilitated to lose their self-awareness and
evaluation apprehension, to diffuse responsibility across all
group members, and to respond to group norms regardless of
its good or bad. Deindividuated people perceive their actions
as the group’s. Anonymity, large group size, arousing and
distracting activities are factors promote the deindividuation.
The bigger the mob, or the more anonymity (e.g. night, face
mask), the more its members lose self-awareness and become
willing to commit atrocities. When people are not account-
able and their own behavior can not be evaluated, bystander
effect, diffusion of responsibility, deindividuation and social
loafing [47] occurred. In social engineering attacks, victims
may be induced into certain group situations and exploited
by these effect mechanisms to perform actions that endanger
cyberspace security (e.g. case 16 in Table 1).

4) SCARCITY: PERCEIVED VALUE AND EMOTION-AROUSING
Scarcity manipulates people mainly by affecting value
cognition, arousing emotion and enhancing motivation.
‘‘Opportunities seem more valuable to us when they are
less available’’ [5]. Economics and social experience told

people that the scarce resource implies less accessible, more
competing risk and less freedom. Hence, people assign more
value to the scarce things, although usually this subjective
value are overestimated. To avoid this potential risk and
respond to the perceived value, people have a stronger desire
than before to gain this resource, even though the scarcity
may be temporary, unnecessary or even faked. Moreover,
scarcity enhance the motivation and drive the behavior by
arousing emotions such as fear, anxiety, desire and greed.
A fear-arousing message is potent when persuading people
to cut down on smoking, drive carefully or get a tetanus
shot [27]. In many attack scenarios, attackers exploit victims
to disclosure information or trigger a malicious URL by con-
vincing themwhat offered is scarce (e.g. phishing in Table 1).

5) TIME PRESSURE AND THOUGHT OVERLOADING
Time pressure affects people’s logical thinking. When people
have to deal with a large amount of information in a lim-
ited time, request messages that shall be examined are often
responded rashly and superficially. Besides, time pressure
might lead to emotion-arousing, such as anger, tension and
anxiety, which inhibits cognition by making thinking diffi-
cult [5]. Complex messages or non-grammatical sentences
may lead to a thought overloading. An example can be that
‘‘Do you realize that you’re not thinking right now of what
I am not saying? And can you realize that it’s not that easy
to not know what I am going to say next, but even when
you’re not knowing it I am knowing it and you’re not?’’ [48]
Our brain shuts down when faced with similar messages.
This overloading of thought is similar to the overloading
of computer, such as denial of service caused by running
out of memory and buffer overflow attack. A thought over-
flow attack seems feasible given that the target’s thought
can be exploited like the computer buffer: specific return /
jump address (thought anchor) are overwritten / redirected to
the malicious payload by the overflowed buffer (overloaded
thought). So, attackers might dedicate to submerge the targets
with lots of misleading information and create them a sense
of urgency, in order to trigger their thought overloading,
disrupt their normal cognizing or thinking, and further elicit
a vulnerable behavior.

D. EFFECT MECHANISMS IN ASPECTS OF TRUST AND
DECEPTION
1) RELATION BETWEEN TRUST AND SOCIAL ENGINEERING
Trust is an important variable that predicts the user’s suscep-
tibility to social engineering attacks [49]. Chitrey et al. [50]
conducted a survey showing that ‘‘90% of the participants
think that people in India generally have a higher level of
social trust, which implies that they are more vulnerable to
social-engineering based attacks’’. In many social engineer-
ing attack scenarios, it requires to convince the targets that the
attacker is a trustworthy person [51]. According to [52], trust
is the willingness of a party (trustor) to be vulnerable to the
actions of another party (trustee) based on the expectation that
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the other (trustee) will perform a particular action important
to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control
that other party (trustee). That is, trusting behavior is essen-
tially a risk taking. Thus, the positive correlation between
trust and the low risk of willingness to help, build rapport
relation and share information, may be the significant reason
why attackers pay close attention to trust. In some attack
scenarios, even though certain risk have been perceived,
social engineering attacks still occurred because of a stronger
trust has been built. Therefore, factors affecting trust building
and factors affecting deception become the parameters that
attackers want to control, to perform a social engineering
attack.

2) FACTORS AFFECTING TRUST
There are three basic objects involved in analyzing factors
affecting trust building: the trustee (attacker), the trustor
(target, victim) and situation. Mayer et al. [52] presented
an integrative model of organizational trust, in which trust
propensity, perceived trustworthiness of trustee and perceived
risk are considered as factors affecting the trust behavior
(a risk taking) of a trustor. Trust propensity describes the gen-
eral willingness of a trustor to trust others previous the knowl-
edge about them. It is a stable factor that affect the likelihood
the trustor will trust. People differ in their inherent propen-
sity to trust for their different developmental experiences,
personality types, and cultural backgrounds. Three charac-
teristics of the trustee (ability, benevolence and integrity)
affect the perceived trustworthiness. Trust is developed based
on both trustor’s propensity and perceived trustee’s trust-
worthiness. Trustor takes trusting behavior in a relationship
under the consideration of perceived risk; if the outcomes
of trusting behavior are positive, the trustor’s perceptions
toward trustee will be enhanced. Sztompka [53] discussed
other factors affecting trust building, such as reputation,
performance, appearance, accountability and trust-inducing
situation. Besides the above factors, other situational factors
might also affect the trust building and the success of social
engineering attacks, such as cyber-environment (instant com-
munication, social network, websites, etc.), social culture,
security strategy and natural environment. For social engi-
neering attacks, the target’s characteristics including the trust
propensity are factors the attacker can identify but can little
control. Therefore, attackers usually try their best to exhibit
their trustworthy factors and manipulate the situational
factors to exploit the target’s human factors about trust.

3) FACTORS AFFECTING DECEPTION
Usually, deception is intentional, strategic interaction behav-
iors launched by the deceiver. Although most people are
confident that they can detect social deception, interpersonal
deception theory (IDT) [54] suggests that they cannot. IDT
attempts to explain the process and outcomes of deception in
interpersonal conversations based on the deception analysis,
propositions and evaluation. According to IDT, in decep-
tion communication, senders take more strategic activities

to manage / manipulate information, behavior and image to
deceive receivers; reciprocity is the predominant interaction
adaptation pattern between senders and receivers [54]; dur-
ing interpersonal deception, three types of deception that
falsification (e.g. lie, create a fiction), concealment (e.g.
part truth, hides a secret) and equivocation (e.g. dodges the
issue) are frequently used. IDT discussed many factors that
affect the deception and its detection: 1) increased inter-
action produces greater strategic activities; 2) expectations
for honesty inversely related to deceivers’ fear of detection
and associated strategic activity; 3) the more skilled senders
are, the more truthful demeanor are conveyed and the less
nonstrategic leakage; 4) receivers’ suspicion and detection is
positively related to receivers’ truth biases, context interac-
tivity, senders’ encoding skills, informational and behavioral
familiarity, receivers’ decoding skills, and senders’ deviation
from expected patterns [54].

E. EFFECT MECHANISMS IN ASPECTS OF LANGUAGE,
THOUGHT AND DECISION
1) RELATION BETWEEN LANGUAGE AND THINKING
Language is the most common tool for social interaction
meanwhile it is closely related to the processing, generating
and expressing of thought. Language can be compared to the
computer program used for communication. The words we
hear are the inputs and the streams of thought are outputs, vice
versa.We either listen towhat others are saying and attempt to
visualize, or we try to put what we are thinking or visualizing
into words [48]. It is language that enables people to encode
everything perceived into operable symbols in the brain and
further to think about them. Almost everyone attempts to seek
appropriate words to express ideas and feelings, especially
when these ideas and feelings are vague. In this sense, think-
ing and social interaction depend heavily on language. For
social engineering attacks, elaborately crafting the informa-
tion conveyed to the receiver (inputs of language) implies
manipulating the receiver’s thinking and the corresponding
behaviors, i.e. the language cognition is exploited.

2) FRAMING EFFECT AND COGNITIVE BIAS
Framing effect is an interesting phenomenon reflecting cog-
nitive bias, in which people make decisions and express opin-
ions influenced by the way a question or an issue is described.
In other words, for the same problem with different expres-
sion, different choices are made. For instance, beef labeled as
‘‘25% fat’’ versus beef labeled as ‘‘75% lean’’, the latter is
preferred usually. Another case in point is that, when asked
that ‘‘should the government allow this type of condom to
be advertised an effective method for reducing the risk of
AIDS?’’; if the condom described as ‘‘95% success rate’’,
88% participant students selected ‘‘Yes’’; however, if told
its ‘‘5% failure rate’’, the selection of ‘‘Yes’’ down to 42%,
i.e. 58% participants selected ‘‘No’’ [55]. This cognitive bias
for language framing leads to a decision manipulating. Thus,
when the targets are induced into a predesigned language
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framing through which a cognitive bias is exploited, a suc-
cessful persuasion or decision manipulating for social engi-
neering attack is likely to be achieved (e.g. case 16 in Table 1).

3) INDIRECTNESS OF THINKING AND NEGATIVE
EXPRESSION IN LANGUAGE
The dependence of thinking on language (Section III-E1)
leads to the indirectness of semantics transmitting, which
creates opportunities for language hinting and inducing.
Furthermore, the cognitive indirectness for negative language
expressions can also result in influence andmanipulation. For
example, ‘‘If I say the car is not driving to the store. How
do you visualize that? You can only visualize the action then
wipe it away’’ [48]. Another case in point can be that ‘‘there
is not a book on the desktop’’, for which, we create in mind
firstly a book and then a desktop, finally we take the book
away from the desktop. When received negative language
expressions, our mind firstly constructs the positive concepts,
imagery or actions for the semantic units and then negate
them. Although some of these concepts, imagery and actions
may be insignificant, what’s significant for social engineering
is that they do occur in the mind and influence the decision-
making, no matter what the semantic meaning of the sentence
itself is.

4) LANGUAGE EVOKES THINKING CONFUSION
Language can be used to evoke a thinking confusion state,
in which behaviors are suggested and commands are embed-
ded; this provides the attacker an opportunity to induce and
manipulate the targets to take actions that may breach secu-
rity policy. A simple method to evoke thinking confusion is
expressing with non-grammatical or ambiguous statements.
This force the targets to search inwards about what the
attacker just said meanwhile trying to concentrate on what
the attacker is currently saying, as a consequence the critical
faculty of normal thinking is bypassed. The expression like
‘‘that’s touching to hear’’ may result in the targets touching
their ear [56].

F. EFFECT MECHANISMS IN ASPECTS OF EMOTION AND
DECISION-MAKING
1) EMOTION AND FEELING AFFECT DECISION-MAKING
A familiar view regarding human decision-making is that
people make decisions through the dual systems of emotion
and reason: one is generally emotional, fast, automatic, and
the other is cognitive, slow, deliberative. In fact, the mech-
anisms of emotion and decision is very complex. Research
related to emotion and decision-making has achieved many
results, such as emotion’s limbic system theory, emotional
brain (amygdala) and two circuits (subcortical circuit and
cortical circuit) theory [57]. Phelps et al. [58] shows that
there are multiple neural circuits underlying the modulation
of decision-making by emotion or affect. There are many
challenges in emotion and feeling research, e.g. it is difficult
to accurately manipulate and measure emotion and affect.

However, this field evolves along with the development of
cognitive science, neuroscience, brain science, anatomy and
instrument techniques [58]. Although certain incompatibility
occurred, one thing agreed by numerous studies in different
areas(e.g. social psychology, neuroscience, brain science and
anatomy) is that emotion and feeling do affect the decision-
making. Emotion and mood elicit the action tendencies and
carryover it onto the decision process [58]. Individuals in sad
emotion tend to seek high-risk / high-reward options, but indi-
viduals in anxious emotion prefer the low-risk / low-reward
options [59]. People in fear emotion express pessimistic
risk estimates and risk-averse choices, yet people in angry
emotion express optimistic risk estimates and risk-seeking
choices [60]. In a happy state, people are more helpful, and
decisions are more quickly [61]. Positive mood can lead to
more persuasion [62].

For social engineering attacks, it implies that manipu-
lating emotions and feelings will influence and even alter
the targets’ decision. Changing emotion can change choices;
methods such as cognitive emotion regulation and targeting
re-consolidation can be used to modify emotions in dif-
ferent decision contexts [58]. The unconsciousness condi-
tioned emotional response [63] also reminds us to protect our
cognition, neuro and emotion from being exploited.

2) EMOTION, FACIAL EXPRESSION, DECEPTION AND
DECEPTION DETECTION
For social engineering attacks where deception is used,
the attacker as the deceiver will pay greater cognitive exertion
to exhibit strategic information, behavior and image man-
agement meanwhile strive to avoid nonstrategic deception
leakage. However, with the increasing of receivers’ familiar-
ity towards information, behavior and relation, the attacker
not only experience more detection apprehension but also
exhibit more nonstrategic leakage behavior [64]. The leakage
of deception is usually reflected on non-verbal signals, espe-
cially facial expressions. Non-verbal signals permeate in the
vast majority of social interactions and people perceive and
comprehend them consciously or unconsciously. The non-
strategic leakage of verbal deception occurs when non-verbal
signals that reflect the true intention are not inconsistent
with the deceptive verbal signals. Facial expressions may
be the most directly external non-verbal signals that reflect
the internal true intentions and emotions. Thus, it is also an
arena for social engineering, in which the attacker attempts to
deceive the targets by inhibiting deception leakage whereas
the victim or defender strives to detect the deceptive attack
by identifying the nonstrategic leakage of facial expressions.

A micro expression is a momentary involuntary facial
expression as a result of a voluntary and an involuntary emo-
tional response occurring simultaneously and inconsistently.
Although the micro expression disappears quickly, it reflects
a person’s true emotions. Thus, micro expressions serve as a
set of nonstrategic leakage offers a way for emotion recogni-
tion and deception detection. Ekman et al. [65] updated the
Facial Action Coding System (FACS), in which various kinds
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of facial muscle movements are encoded as a series of action
units which further are combined to describe different emo-
tions. Micro Expression Training Tool (METT) and Subtle
Expression Training Tool (SETT) [66] have been also devel-
oped for facial expression recognition analysis and training.
These tools related facial expressions and micro-expression
are helpful in social engineering defense.

IV. HUMAN VULNERABILITIES IN SOCIAL ENGINEERING
Social engineering attacks exploit a wide range of human vul-
nerabilities. This section discusses these vulnerabilities in the
following aspects: 1) cognition and knowledge, 2) behavior
and habit, 3) emotion and feeling and 4) psychological factor.
And the psychological vulnerabilities are further divided into
three levels, i.e. 1) human nature, 2) personality traits and
3) individual characteristics, from the evolution perspective
of human wholeness to individuation.

A. HUMAN VULNERABILITIES IN COGNITION AND
KNOWLEDGE
Thinking set (inertial thinking) is a relatively rigid way,
process or mode to think about something. It can be also
described as a relatively stable behavioral tendency or psy-
chological readiness state that derived from / built on the
previous experience and cognition. Thinking set helps people
quickly address problems in the familiar environments, yet it
will hamper the right treatment to newmatters when situation
changed. Stereotype and prejudice are similar vulnerabilities.

Cognition based on heuristics or mental shortcuts, e.g.
intuitive and impulsive judgements, are more likely to be
exploited by persuasive social engineering attempts [67].
For employees who are indifferent to their work, it will be
very difficult to ensure information security, especially when
shortcuts are taken and security rules are not followed [68].

Conformity (Section III-B1) and low level of need for
cognition (Section III-A4) are vulnerable to persuading,
influencing and manipulating in social engineering attacks.
Ignorance and conformity are susceptible to a social engineer-
ing attack [51]. Ignorance (e.g. low awareness of information
value and security) is easily exploited by attackers, e.g.
through ‘‘direct approach [69]’’. Ignorance and inexperience
bring security risk [70]. Most of the mobile users in Kenyans
fall prey to vishing attack due to the lack of knowledge on
social engineering [71]. Users should be educated on what
constitutes sensitive information and how it can be abused in
online attacks [72].

B. HUMAN VULNERABILITIES IN BEHAVIOR AND HABIT
When a person does not pay enough attention to the security
context (carelessness [69]), does not think about the potential
security risk (thoughtlessness [73]), or is unwilling to
make necessary work or effort to prevent a security threat
(laziness [74]), the person will be a target through whom a
social engineering attack occurs easily.

Fixed action pattern exists in behaviors of both animals
and humans, which consists of a series of relatively invariant

instinctive behaviors triggered by a key stimulus. This set
of actions are automatic and involuntary, and will go to
completion even if the stimulus is removed. The behavioral
habits are similar to the fixed action pattern, yet they are
largely voluntary and automatic. Owing to these behaviors are
voluntary, automatic and subconscious, they are vulnerable
to social engineering attacks, and the targets are hard to
aware that they have been exploited. For instance, in the
water-holing attack, if the targets have a habit to periodically
visit certain websites, the attacker may infect these websites
with malicious code in advance and wait the targets to visit
and trigger.

C. HUMAN VULNERABILITIES IN EMOTION AND FEELING
Emotions and feelings influence cognition, attitude and
decision-making (Section III-F1, III-C). Emotions (fear, ten-
sion, curiosity, excitement, surprise, anger, impulsion, etc.)
and feelings (happiness, sadness, disgust, guilt, etc.) are all
human factors can be exploited as security vulnerabilities in
social engineering attacks. Fear of getting into trouble with
the superiors is often used in name-dropping approach to
elicit sensitive information, and fear-arousing presented in
Section III-C4 is also a case in point. When strong emo-
tions such as anger, excitement, fear or anxiety are trig-
gered, an individual’s cognitive ability may be seriously ham-
pered [75]. Curiosity is vulnerable to baiting attacks. A USB
baiting experiment [76] showed that 15/20 USB drives with
Trojan functions were found by employees and all had been
plugged into company computers. Angry (Section III-F1)
and impulsion lead to more risk taking. Users who are less
impulsive in making decisions generally are more likely to
judge a link in a fraudulent email as unsafe [18]. Guilt is often
accompanied by shame and regret, and all these are feelings
people try to evade. These feelings turn into vulnerabilities in
social engineering, e.g. when attackers managed to convince
the target that they will suffer greatly (e.g. scolded by the boss
and get fired) if the request is not granted. Here, a foreseeable
feeling of guilt stimulates the target to make a softhearted but
security-breached decision.

D. HUMAN VULNERABILITIES IN HUMAN NATURE
Human nature is a collection of psychological character-
istics at the macro level, which describes the fundamental
psychological characteristics shared naturally by the whole
human being. Some human natures are security vulnerabil-
ities exploitable in social engineering attacks. People who
pay close attention to themselves and their desires will
magnify the ambient influence and increase the suscepti-
bility to induce, persuade and manipulate in social engi-
neering. Unbridled demand for lures and the fear of being
excluded from potential gains will drive weak-willed people
into vulnerable decisions or risky behaviors. Thus, human
natures such as self-love (narcissism), greed, lust and glut-
tony become vulnerabilities that can be exploited in certain
social engineering attack scenarios [70], [73], [77]. People
naturally sympathize with individuals who are in trouble.
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Sympathy and helpfulness are universally recognized virtues
in different social cultures, yet bring potential risks in the
context of cybersecurity. Pretending to be a person who needs
help proves effective over and over again in allowing social
engineers to reach their goals [17].

E. HUMAN VULNERABILITIES IN PERSONALITY TRAIT
Individuals’ personality traits significantly contribute to their
susceptibility to social engineering exploits such as influ-
ence, manipulation and deception [78], [79]. Social engineers
treat human personality traits as vulnerabilities and use the
language as their weapon to deceive, persuade and finally
manipulate the victims [80]. Personality traits are the psy-
chological structure or characteristic set of habitual patterns
of behavior, thought, and emotion, which evolve from the
biological inheritance predominantly with the influence of
environmental factors. Personality traits differ across individ-
uals and influence their behaviors. Besides, personality traits
are relatively stable over time and consistent over situations.
In many theories and systems, personality traits are classified
to different dimensions in which an individual’s traits can be
rated along the spectrum. The five-factor model of personal-
ity is a hierarchical organization of personality traits in terms
of five basic dimensions, i.e. extraversion, conscientiousness,
agreeableness, openness to experience, neuroticism or emo-
tional stability [81].

Personality traits in the dimension of extraversion manifest
mainly as activity, warmth, positive emotions, assertiveness,
excitement seeking and gregariousness. Individuals with high
extraversion are more active, enthusiastic, assertive, ener-
getic, outgoing and talkative. Thus, they are vulnerable to
social engineering by effect mechanisms such as similarly &
liking & helping, self-disclosure and rapport relation build-
ing, impression management, commitment and consistency,
risk taking for trust, and conformity.

Conscientiousness dimension concentrates on compe-
tence, order, dutifulness, self-discipline, achievement striving
and deliberation. People in this kind are more efficient, orga-
nized, responsible, planful, reliable and thorough. Thus, they
are vulnerable to social engineering by effect mechanisms
such as central route of persuasion, obeying to authority,
informational influence, social responsibility norm, moral
duty, and commitment and consistency.

Personality traits in dimension of agreeableness
incorporates trust, straightforwardness, altruism, compliance,
modesty and tender mindedness. People with more traits of
agreeableness are trusting, appreciative, generous, sympa-
thetic, forgiving and kind. Thus, they do more credulous
actions and are vulnerable to social engineering by effect
mechanisms such as group influence and conformity, social
validation, reciprocity norm and foot-in-the-door.

Dimension of openness to experience pay attention to
fantasy, aesthetics, feelings, ideas, values and actions.
People belong to this type is more imaginative, artistic,
curious, insightful, original and wide interests. Thus, they
are vulnerable to social engineering by effect mechanisms

such as peripheral route of persuasion, various kinds of
emotion-arousing and cognitive dissonance.

Personality traits in neuroticism dimension include anxi-
ety, hostility, self-consciousness, depression, impulsiveness
and vulnerability. People with high neuroticism is more
anxious, tense, worrying, self-pitying, unstable and touchy.
Thus, they are vulnerable to social engineering by effect
mechanisms such as fear-arousing, cognitive dissonance,
evaluation apprehension, diffusion of responsibility and dein-
dividuation.

F. HUMAN VULNERABILITIES IN INDIVIDUAL CHARACTER
Individual characters are psychological characteristics that
acquired with the influence of external environment and
developed based on human nature and personality traits. In
the context of cybersecurity, when some positive individual
characteristics are immoderate or in an inappropriate situa-
tion, negative results can be generated. If trust is substituted
by credulity, deception occurs easily. Friendliness implies a
rapport relation and more disclosure. Kindness and charity
may lead the victims to offer more help for attackers. When
the unauthorized attacker attempts to enter areas that need
access card, humility and courtesy are usually exploited, e.g.
the victim will hold a door open for others or let others
enter first. Similarly, some negative individual characteristics
can also be exploited as security vulnerabilities in social
engineering. Diffident people are more likely to obey to the
authority and less likely to challenge the attacker’s request.
People in hubris may disdain to comply security policies
and indifferent people may have no interest in or enthusi-
asm about security risk. Envy can lead to phishing attack
by a lure. Thus, individual characteristics such as credulity,
friendliness, kindness, charity, humility, courtesy, diffidence,
apathy, indifferent, hubris and envy become vulnerabilities in
social engineering.

V. CASE STUDY: SOCIAL ENGINEERING ATTACK
SCENARIOS ANALYSIS
This section presents 16 social engineering attack scenarios
(Table 1) to illustrate how to use the three core entities (i.e.
effect mechanisms, human vulnerabilities and attack meth-
ods) of the conceptual model to get an insight into social
engineering attacks. Some of these attack scenarios are based
on cases in work [1], and 13 types of social engineering attack
methods are included in these 16 scenarios.

In Table 1, the first column describes the attackmethod and
scenario, and the 2nd and 3rd column respectively show the
corresponding effect mechanisms and human vulnerabilities.
These items in the latter two columns cover almost all the
effect mechanisms discussed in Section III and the human
vulnerabilities discussed in Section IV.

We intended to detail every attack scenario in Table 1,
yet in order to avoid generating a set of dangerous attack
guide or script, as well as to avoid the verbose caused by the
same description or the well-known explanation, a trade-off
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TABLE 1. Cases study of 16 social engineering attack scenarios to illustrate the application of the conceptual model.
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was made: we select the most complex attack scenario as an
example and discuss it in great detail.

As a case in point, the reverse social engineering attack
scenario (No. 16) is expounded as follows.

1) The attacker firstly sends an email using faked address
(technical support department) to a new employee
informing he / she that ‘‘a network test will be conduct
recently, and if there is a network failure, please contact
xxx-xxxx (the attacker’s phone number).’’

2) Then, the attacker makes a network fault and waits for
the new employee’s request.

3) Usually, new employees don’t know many colleagues
yet, and they don’t know the procedures or the dos
and don’ts of the organization (inexperience). When
a network failure occurred, they call to the technical
support using the number informed before.

4) After helping to resolve the problem, the attacker says
sincerely ‘‘Would you like to do us a favor, just one
minute, that completing a survey used for developing
a security awareness and training program for new
employees; nearly 80% of the employees have already
done this.’’

5) In order to make a good first impression, new employ-
ees are eager to show how cooperative and quick
to respond they can be (agreeableness, the desire to
be helpful, conformity). This involves the impression
management theory. With the influence of reciprocity
norm, the attacker’s help to resolve the problem por-
tends the new employee’s favor and commitment.

6) The benevolence of ‘‘security awareness and training
program for new employees’’ and the sincere voice
enhance the trust (intuitive judgement).

7) Low time cost (‘‘just one minute’’) enhances the desire
to be helpful. The group influence and cognitive bias
of framing effect (‘‘80% of the employees have already
done this’’) lead to a conformity.

8) Thus, a commitment is obtained (‘‘Ok, my pleasure’’).
9) The regular conversation that ‘‘Are you aware of

our email policies? . . . It can be dangerous to open
unsolicited attachment. . . ‘‘ reflects the integrity and
benevolence further. A high level of trust is likely
obtained.

10) In this situation, ‘‘We need to know your password
to evaluate the security awareness of new employees’’
maybe cause the new employee a slight worry, but
‘‘80% of the employees have already done this’’ lead
to the diffusion of responsibility. Furthermore, the com-
mitment and consistency compelling he / she continue
the disclosure.

11) In addition, the expression that ‘‘It is a secure matter’’
not only means ‘‘know your password’’ is a matter
about security (a routine that ‘‘to evaluate the secu-
rity awareness of new employees’’), but also implies
that ‘‘know your password’’ is a secure matter without
danger (which relieves the worry).

This language expression evokes the thinking confu-
sion state, in which the new employee’s behavior and
decision are induced and manipulated.

12) The attacker designs a great deal of strategic activities
(interpersonal deception theory, IDT) and uses many
factors affect trust and deception.

13) Ultimately, the new employee’s password is compro-
mised (‘‘Okay, the password is . . . ‘‘).

VI. DISCUSSION
A. RELATED WORK
Social engineering is an interdisciplinary field which involves
computer science, cybersecurity, psychology, social psychol-
ogy, cognitive science, psycholinguistics, neuroscience, brain
science, etc. In work [1], human vulnerabilities such as
credulity, greed, ignorance, curiosity, carelessness, helpful-
ness have beenmentioned. Yet only the human vulnerabilities
are not sufficient to describe how social engineering attacks
take effect. For effect mechanism, some works discussed or
involved it in different context. Many scholars, e.g. [26], [78],
[82]–[84], employ Cialdini’s [5], [85] six principles of influ-
ence and persuasion (reciprocation, commitment and consis-
tency, social proof, liking, authority, scarcity) to explain the
success of social engineering attacks. Literature [86], [87]
also discussed some psychological principles that exhibit
some kind of power to influence or persuade people and take
effect during a social engineering attack (strong affect, over-
loading, reciprocation, deceptive relationships, diffusion of
responsibility and moral duty, authority, integrity and consis-
tency). Mitnick and Simon [17] describes social engineering
based on various kinds of deception. Stajano andWilson [88]
discussed seven principles of scam for system security (dis-
traction, social compliance, herd, dishonesty, kindness, need
and greed, time). Ferreira et al. [89] analyzed the relation
(equal, include, overlap) among the above principles and
presented a merged list of social engineering persuasion prin-
ciples, i) authority, ii) social proof, iii) liking, similarity &
deception, iv) commitment, reciprocation & consistency,
v) distraction. However, the human vulnerabilities were not
carefully concerned in these works, and other aspects of effect
mechanisms are not involved.

B. ABOUT THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL
The conceptual model presented in Section II provides an
integrative and structural perspective to understand how
social engineering attacks work, rather than a single per-
spective. The model might be simple, yet it is also easy to
understand. Although the model is not sufficient to consti-
tute a domain ontology for social engineering, it identified
three significant entities to get an insight into how social
engineering attacks take effect. It conveys a concise idea that
the attacker formulates certain attack scenarios to drive an
organic combination of attack methods, effect mechanisms
and human vulnerabilities, through which the attack process
take effect to achieve the attack goal.
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In addition, this model clarifies and avoids some mix-up
among different entity types. For instance, impersonation,
decoying, human vulnerabilities (friendliness, sympathy,
ignorance) and six influence principles are treated as
close-access techniques to exploit someone’s trust in [51].

C. ABOUT THE LEVEL OF EFFECT MECHANISMS
Although some synthesized principles of persuasion were
presented in [89], the underlyingmechanismswere neglected.
For instance, the second merged principle social proof (sp)
consisted of three principles: i) diffusion of responsibility and
moral duty, ii) social proof and iii) herd, and their logical
relation was described as i) ⊂ iii) ⊂ ii). However, 1) the
underlying mechanism of diffusion of responsibility is that
the group situation reduces the individual’s evaluation appre-
hension, which offers the victims an excuse to avoid respon-
sibility for their behaviors; 2) the underlying mechanism of
principle social proof and herd is informational influence,
in which the victims attempt to avoid unknown risks or seek
the correct direction / behavior with the assumption that the
actions (information) of group are correct; 3) moral duty
is a kind of social norm in many cultures taking effect by
normative influence: people are influenced to do something
the norm requires due to the desire to be accepted or liked,
regardless of their behavior is correct or not. Thus, a merged
principle to ‘‘constitute a basis for principles of social engi-
neering’’ in fact is based on three different underlying mech-
anisms.

We conducted an analysis of the effect mechanisms toward
the fundamental level as much as possible, rather than a
simply and upwards grouping. Hence, this paper offers a
more clear explanation why the victims are exploited andwhy
social engineering attacks become effective.

D. ABOUT THE COVERAGE AND COMPLETENESS
Besides the items mentioned in Section VI-A, this paper
analyzed and discussed a wider range of effect mechanisms
and human vulnerabilities. Overall, 30+ effect mechanisms
in 6 aspects (persuasion, social influence, cognition, attitude
and behavior, trust and deception, language & thought and
decision, emotion and decision) and 40+ human vulnerabil-
ities in 6 aspects (cognition and knowledge, behavior and
habit, emotion and feeling, human nature, personality traits,
individual characteristics) were summarized in Figure 2
(Appendix VII). Moreover, 16 attack scenarios together with
these mechanisms and vulnerabilities are presented.

Nevertheless, did this paper provides a complete and
exhaustive discussion of effect mechanisms, human vulner-
abilities and attack methods for social engineering? The
answer is ‘No’. This is probably an unsolvable problem.
Social engineering attacks not only exploit the obvious
human vulnerabilities, but also the inconspicuous human
factors. It seems every human factor involved provides
the attacker a chance to turn it into a vulnerability. With
the technology development and cyber-environment change,
the attacker will create more attack scenarios, in which new

attack methods are crafted, new effect mechanisms are found
and more human vulnerabilities are exploited.

Even so, the presented mechanisms, vulnerabilities,
scenarios and methods constitute plenty of materials for
education, security awareness and training programs. Admin-
istrators, staffs, users and the public can use the proposed
model as a knowledge schema of these materials. Both the
material andmodel are helpful to increase the ability to under-
stand and tackle with social engineering threat. And more
attack scenarios can be generated based on the model and
presented items. The education programs can be conducted
by reminder, brochures, screensavers, courses, discussion,
serious games, role-playing activities, penetration test, etc.

E. LIMITATION AND IMPLICATION
This paper analyzed and discussed many effect mechanisms
and human vulnerabilities, 16 attack scenarios were also
presented to illustrate their application. Although many of
them are obvious effective or have been validated, there also
some items are just theoretical feasible in the social engineer-
ing field (based on theoretical analysis and case study), i.e.
they have not been empirical investigated. This is a limita-
tion of this paper. Besides, the effectiveness of mechanisms
and exploitability of human vulnerabilities may be affected
by different environments, such as culture (individualism,
collectivism), scenario (reality, cyberspace), medium (email,
websites) and industry (IT or non-IT). And, empirical studies
focusing on social engineering attacks is still relatively few.
Thus, more empirical research is needed in the future. On the
other hand, one of the merits of theoretical research might
be it explorers a wider range and provides an integrative per-
spective. This paper offers lots of factors that can be further
examined for future empirical research.

The conceptual model consists of 7 entities, but there are
also some important entities have not been included, e.g.
attack medium, and some relations among these entities have
not been carefully defined. Besides, the relations among
effect mechanisms, human vulnerabilities and attackmethods
are many-to-many, which might be clear displayed in the
knowledge graph. Thus, in future work we will study the
domain ontology of social engineering and its knowledge
graph application.

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a conceptual model which provides
an integrative and structural perspective to help the under-
standing of how social engineering attacks work. Three core
entities (effect mechanisms, human vulnerabilities and attack
methods) to get an insight into how social engineering attacks
take effect are analyzed and discussed. A total of 30+ effect
mechanisms and 40+ human vulnerabilities are summa-
rized. Finally, 16 social engineering attack scenarios (which
contains 13 attack methods) are presented to illustrate the
application of these mechanisms, vulnerabilities and attack
methods to understand how social engineering attacks work
and take effect.
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FIGURE 2. Combined view of a schematic diagram of the proposed conceptual model and three mind maps of effect mechanisms, human vulnerabilities
and attack methods.

APPENDIX
We create a combined view consisted of a schematic dia-
gram of the proposed conceptual model and three mind maps
of the effect mechanisms, human vulnerabilities and attack
methods, to serve as a summary of the body of this paper.
As Figure 2 shows.
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